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Abstract. Educational game tools (APE) are play equipment that contains edu-
cation that is used to stimulate imagination in the child’s development process.
APE in this Indonesian culture-based playground can foster a sense of love for
the Indonesian homeland in children from an early age. The purpose of this study
is to describe and explain various APEs in cultural playgrounds as strengthening
love for the homeland in early childhood. This research is a qualitative descriptive
study. Data collection techniques using observation techniques, in-depth inter-
views, and documentation. The data analysis technique used is an interactive data
analysis model byMiles and Huberman, namely data reduction, data presentation,
and conclusion drawing. This research was conducted at the Taman Kanak-Kanak
(TK) Pembina Ponorogo. The results of this study indicate that the TK Negeri
Pembina Ponorogo requires APE based on Indonesian culture to strengthen the
love for the homeland from an early age. Therefore, APE that is appropriate and
supports cultural playgrounds as a strengthening of love for the Indonesian home-
land “egrang”, bekel ball, “congkak”, jump rope, “engklek”, “bakiak”, “rangku
alu”, “cublak cublak suweng”, and “gasing”. The APE is a representative learning
media to be introduced to children because in each game there are cultural values
from various regions in Indonesia. Playground, in this case, is the right vehicle
to introduce these various games because of course all these games are very fun
when played together outside the classroom. Thus, the existence of APE in this
cultural playground can support the implementation of a cultural playground that
can foster a sense of love for the Indonesian homeland in children from an early
age with fun methods and media.
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1 Introduction

The world of children is beautiful and meaningful. Children are small humans who
have certain characteristics that are unique and different from adults [1]. However, many
people treat children not according to their level of development it interferes with their
growth and development [2]. Education at the level of early childhood is very funda-
mental in the development and formation of the basic knowledge, attitudes, and skills
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in children. The success of the educational process at the basic level is the key to the
success of education at the next level. The early childhood education institutions in
question include Play Groups, Child Care Parks, and Kindergartens. These institutions
have a very important role in the success of children as the nation’s next generation.

In the process of learning and teaching, teachers should have a good understanding
of the material presented to children. Presentation of interesting material, able to attract
children to learn the material presented by the teacher. The world of children is the
world of play which is a phenomenon that has attracted the attention of educators,
philosophers, and psychologists of the past [3]. In these play activities, it is necessary
to inculcate important aspects so that children’s growth and development are according
to their level. In addition, the game has a role as a means of self-socialization (children)
in the community [4]. Playing is also a means to express active activities in achieving
pleasure fromactivities that havebeen carried out by children [5]. Throughplay activities,
children can build confidence and challenge themselves to interact with other children
andbe able tomaster personal, physical, intellectual, and social challenges [6]. Therefore,
it is important to balance activities in the classroom and outside the classroom to create
a learning process that is integrated with games in a fun way.

Educational game tools or APE are one interesting learning resource for early child-
hood. Educational game tools are tools that are specifically designed to help learning
activities and can optimize children’s development according to their age and level of
development [7]. Through this APE children’s growth and development will develop
optimally [8]. The developmental aspects in question include cognitive aspects, affec-
tive aspects, andmotor aspects. Each of these aspects can certainly be developed through
relevant educational game stimuli. APE is a teaching aid designed to develop children’s
development that has educational value. The value of education is certainly very much
[9]. This research focuses on the application of inculcating the values of love for the
homeland in children, to create a superior generation that has a high spirit of nationalism.

One of the government’s efforts in realizing a generation of superior character and
nationalists is to implement strengthening character education (PPK) which has been
integrated with the National Mental Revolution Movement (GNRM), namely in the
aspect of changing the way of thinking, acting, and acting for the better [10]. Character
education functions (1) to develop the basic potential to be kind, think well, and behave
well; (2) to strengthen and build the behavior of a multicultural nation; (3) to improve
the nation’s civilization that is competitive in world relations. Character education aims
to form a nation that is competitive, resilient, dynamically developed, and oriented to
science and technology, all of which are imbued with faith and piety to God Almighty
based on Pancasila [11]. Character is needed in the world of education [12–14]. Early
childhood is an integral part of the character education strengthening program. Pancasila
in this case is one of the main foundations in the implementation of planting the value
of love for the homeland in children. In Pancasila, there is a third principle, which reads
“Unity of Indonesia”. The meaning of the third principle is that Indonesian citizens
should love and be proud to be Indonesian citizens by upholding cultural values that
have existed since time immemorial as a nation’s heritage that must be introduced to
all citizens from an early age. This is intended so that these noble values do not fade or
become extinct with time.
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In this study, we focus on the educational aspect of the value of patriotism. Love for
the homeland is behavior that shows a sense of caring, and appreciation based on the spirit
of nationalism and beingwilling to sacrifice for the sake of the homeland and nation [15].
The forms of patriotic behavior include loving domestic products, diligently studying
for the sake of the nation and state, loving the environment, carrying out a clean and
healthy living, and knowing the territory of the homeland without regional fanaticism.
The characteristics of love for the homeland include appreciating the services of national
heroes, being willing to use domestic products, appreciating the natural beauty and
culture of Indonesia, memorizing national anthems, and choosing to travel domestically
[16]. In another sense, love for the homeland is a feeling that arises in the citizens of
a country to serve, maintain, defend, and protect their homeland from all threats and
disturbances [17]. Examples of love for the homeland include; (1) pride in Indonesian
customs; (2) pride as an Indonesian citizen; (3) maintaining the good name of the nation;
(4) spirit and personality by Pancasila. Thus, it can be concluded that to realize a sense
of love for the homeland in early childhood, namely through the introduction of various
types of educational game tools orAPE fromvarious regions in Indonesia, is one effective
method. Childhood is a time of play, so it is through games that children can easily receive
various information, knowledge, affective and psychomotor. This is reinforced by the
opinion of [18] who states that APE is a game tool specifically designed for educational
purposes. The characteristics of a good APE are (1) it can be used in various ways,
purposes, benefits, and various forms, (2) it is intended primarily for preschool children
to develop their intelligence and motor skills, and (3) aspects safety is greatly improved,
both in the form and use of paint, (4) stimulates children to be active, (5) is constructive.

Thus, research on the actualization of cultural playgrounds to instill a sense of love for
the homeland in children from an early age, can add to the scientific treasures, especially
in early childhood education in realizing a superior generation with a nationalist spirit.
The introduction of various types of cultural APE from various regions in Indonesia
is believed to be able to stimulate children to start getting to know various Indonesian
cultures. That way, a sense of pride and love for the homeland can be fostered in a fun
but meaningful method.

2 Method

This research is a qualitative descriptive study. Qualitative descriptive research is a
research method with a simple qualitative approach to the flow of the process of an event
which the end can be concluded as a generalization that becomes a conclusion from the
process that has been studied [19]. Research like this is more likely to be an analytical
activity [20]. Thus, this is the research objective, namely to analyze culture-based APE
on a cultural playground so that this APE can foster a sense of love for the Indonesian
homeland. Data collection techniques in this study use observation techniques, in-depth
interviews, and documentation. The data analysis technique used is the interactive data
analysis of the Miles and Hubermann model, namely data reduction, data presentation,
and conclusion drawing.
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3 Result and Discussion

Based on an in-depth analysis of the use of cultural playground APEs that have been
developed at PembinaStateKindergarten inPonorogo, severalAPEs that support cultural
playgrounds include “egrang”, bekel ball, “congkak”, jump rope, engklek, “bakiak”,
“rangku alu”, cublak cublak suweng, and gasing. The description of each culture-based
APE that supports the cultural playground at the Pembina State Kindergarten is as
follows.

3.1 Egrang

This game can train children’s balance, and muscle strength, and can train the synchro-
nization of children’s hand and foot movements. Finally, this is a game that can develop
children’s gross motor skills [21]. The stilt game is one of the games that can improve
or develop children’s motor skills. This “egrang” game comes from South Sulawesi
Province and is played by the Bugis tribe as Majjeka. However, this “egrang” game is
also a traditional cultural game in Indonesia on the island of Java [22]. This “egrang”
game can improve children’s motor skills, namely balance, agility, and strength [23].
This traditional “egrang” game can also train children’s enthusiasm and teach children
to use the materials around them [24].

3.2 Bekel Ball

That the traditional bekel ball game is a game that utilizes bekel balls and six grains
or others. The bekel ball is made of rubber which produces a bounce when the ball
is thrown [25]. The Bekel ball game is a traditional game that is influenced by Dutch
culture. This can be seen from the word bekel which comes from the Dutch language,
namely Bikkelspel or Bikkelen. Javanese traditional philosophy believes that this game
is a symbol of the relationship between humans and God and humans with humans.
Bekel ball game is very popular in Java. Thus, this bekel ball game originated on the
island of Java [26].

3.3 Congkak

The “congkak” game is a traditional game that is still preserved in Indonesia. This game
has many different names from various regions in Indonesia. The name “congkak” is a
game originating from Sumatra [27]. While in Java the term cocky game is known as
dhakon. This “congkak” traditional game is one of the games that can satisfy the demands
and needs of motoric, cognitive, affective, creativity, emotional, social, and social atti-
tudes of early childhood. In addition, this game is also able to improve the language of
early childhood by listening to their friends speak, understanding the commands given,
imitating the sentences they hear, and so on [28].
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3.4 Jump Rope

The jump rope game is a very easy game for children to play [29]. The jump rope game
is also a traditional game that can develop children’s gross motor skills. The jump rope
game is a traditional game that needs to be preserved which is an effective and fun
learning media for children. The benefits of this game are to train children in the spirit of
hard work, train children’s accuracy, the ability to estimate rope height and jumps that
must be done, and develop children’s kinesthetic intelligence [30]. This jumping rope
game can improve the kinesthetic intelligence of children at the age of 1–12 years [31].
Children’s gross motor skills can be developed through jumping rope games this game
was very popular around 1970 to 1980 and became a favorite game for children when
they went out to play at school or after an afternoon at home [32].

3.5 Engklek

The engklek game is a traditional game that can improve children’s motor skills. The
value of local wisdom is applied in learning because it has cultural-based learning
resources and also character values to form strong and characterful characters. Nation.
Besides [33]. This game is played by two or more people and before the game starts,
plots are usually made first that the child will step on when jumping. This game uses
coins as a sign that the child has arrived at the number of tiles. This jump must not touch
the tiles that contain coins [34]. The term engklek comes from the Javanese language
and this is a traditional game by jumping on the come/plot field [35]. The mention of this
engklek game in several regions in Indonesia has different names. In terms of how the
game is played, it requires gross motor skills, especially, because, in this game, children
need to jump from one plot to the next [36].

3.6 Bakiak

The “bakiak” game is a game that involves gross motor skills such as stepping, walking,
and maintaining balance so as not to fall. This traditional game of “bakiak” is also able
to improve children’s gross motor skills [37]. This game is one solution to improve the
physical/gross motor skills of children at the age of five to six years which is carried out
in groups. So that child in this game is fostered for cooperation between the members of
the players [38]. In general, that traditional games play an important role in education,
especially in developing and improving children’s motor skills. One of the traditional
games is the game of “bakiak” [39].

3.7 Rangku Alu

The “rangku alu” game is one of the traditional games that requires bamboo as a playing
tool. This game comes from East Nusa Tenggara, precisely the Manggarai community.
Usually, these people play this game at plantation and agricultural harvest parties [40].
This “rangku alu”game is played by utilizing two pairs of bamboo sticks with movement
and singing until the opponent’s feet are squeezed between the bamboo [41, 42]. This
game was carried out in groups using bamboo as a medium and was played by women.
The interesting thing is that the more agile the players, the rhythm of the bamboo beat
also increases [43].
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Fig. 1. Respondents’ Results on Culture-Based APE Needs at Cultural Playground

3.8 Cublak-Cublak Suweng

The “cublak-cublak suweng” game is a traditional game originating from Central Java.
This game is very closely related to the song, namely the song “cublak-cublak suweng”.
The creator of the song is Walisongo, a figure who spreads Islam on the island of Java.
This game is a medium to develop children’s moral abilities. The implicit meaning in
this game is in looking for treasure, position, and position, not to be accompanied by lust
but with a good conscience [44]. In particular, The “cublak-cublak suweng” game is a
means to develop children’s psychological aspects by instilling moral values in children
from an early age, and in general, this game can provide moral teachings in the form of
advice and mandates to the public about whether or not human behavior in everyday life
[45].

3.9 Gasing

The “gasing” game is a children’s game made of wood which is played by wrapping a
rope around the top of the “gasing” and then throwing it to the ground [46]. This “gasing”
game is very good for children’s physical motoric development [47]. Children’s physical
motoric development after playing the traditional game of “gasing” is that children can
throw, jump, run, can practice accuracy, and are able to coordinate hand and eye abilities.
This “gasing” game creates a sense of pleasure in children, improves children’s physical
and ptopsychological health, balancesmust and grossmotor skills, and develops a child’s
competitive attitude [48].

The results of teacher respondents at Pembina State Kindergarten Ponorogo relating
to the need for culture-based APE on the cultural playground that has been developed
at Pembina State Kindergarten Ponorogo are presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 above shows that 90% of teacher respondents at the Pembina State Kinder-
garten in Ponorogo need cultural APE to support activities at the Cultural playground.
Thus, cultural APE is also expected to be able to foster a sense of love for the Indone-
sian homeland in early childhood on the cultural playground at the TK Negeri Pembina
Ponorogo [49]. The preservation of the existence of traditional Indonesian games has
indirectly instilled positive character values, namely love for the homeland [50]. That
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traditional/cultural APE is very good for fostering a sense of love for the Indonesian
homeland in early childhood.

4 Conclusion

Based on the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that 90% of the respon-
dents of the TK Negeri Pembina Ponorogo teachers need cultural APE to support the
implementation of the cultural playground that has been developed at the TK Negeri
Pembina Ponorogo. The existence of APE in this cultural playground can support the
implementation of a cultural playground that can foster a sense of love for the Indonesian
homeland in children from an early age by applying several appropriate methods and
media.
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